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Abstract

We explore the use of di�erent variants of broadcast
protocols for managing replicated databases. Start-
ing with the simplest broadcast primitive, the reli-
able broadcast protocol, we show how it can be used
to ensure correct transaction execution. The proto-
col is simple, and has several advantages, including
prevention of deadlocks. However, it requires a two-
phase commitment protocol for ensuring correctness.
We then develop a second protocol that uses causal
broadcast and avoids the overhead of two-phase com-
mit by exploiting the causal delivery properties of the
broadcast primitives to implicitly collect the relevant
information used in two-phase commit. Finally, we
present a protocol that employs atomic broadcast and
completely eliminates the need for acknowledgements
during transaction commitment.

1 Introduction
Recently there has been increasing interest in the

development of broadcast protocols for disseminating
information in distributed systems [5, 7, 10, 2]. Several
broadcast protocols with varying properties have been
proposed and implemented in di�erent distributed sys-
tems. These protocols range from simple broadcast
protocols that essentially ensure eventual delivery to
all sites, to more complex protocols that enforce a spe-
ci�c order on the delivery of messages. In the lat-
ter case, the causal broadcast protocol ensures that
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causally related messages are delivered in that order at
all sites, while the atomic broadcast protocol ensures
that all messages are delivered in the same order at
all sites. Various implementations of these protocols
have been proposed for di�erent underlying hardware,
including Amoeba [8], ISIS [5], Transis [2], Total [9],
and Totem [10]. In general, the weaker the ordering
requirements the more e�cient the protocol.

An important and often cited application of broad-
cast protocols is the management of replicated data.
Recently, there has been increasing interest in the
management of replicated databases, where the unit
of activity is a transaction consisting of multiple op-
erations that need to be executed atomically as a unit
[12]. Two proposals that explore the transaction se-
mantics are [3, 1]. In both cases, the replication man-
agement protocols require, in addition to the broad-
cast primitives, additional techniques to ensure correct
transaction execution. Furthermore, they are based on
atomic broadcast primitives, which are both expensive
and complex to implement in asynchronous systems
that are subject to failures. Raynal et al. [11] have
proposed protocols that use broadcast primitives but
relax the serializability-based correctness criterion.

In this paper, we explore the use of variants of
broadcast protocols for managing replicated databases
based on serializability. In particular, we start with
the simplest broadcast primitive, the reliable broad-
cast protocol, and show how it can be used to en-
sure correct transaction execution. The protocol has
several advantages, including prevention of deadlocks
and the guaranteed commitment of read-only transac-
tions. However, it requires a two-phase commitment
protocol for ensuring correctness. We then develop a
second protocol that uses the more expensive causal
broadcast and avoids the overhead of two-phase com-
mit by exploiting the causal delivery properties of the
broadcast primitives to implicitly collect the relevant
information used in two-phase commit. Finally, we



present a protocol that employs atomic broadcast and
completely eliminates the need for acknowledgments
during transaction commitment.

2 System and Communication Model
A distributed system consists of a set of distinct

sites that communicate with each other by sending
messages over a communication network. A common
requirement, which we assume in this paper and is
easily enforced, is that communication between a pair
of sites is FIFO, i.e., messages are delivered in the or-
der in which they are sent. Users interact with the
database by invoking transactions i.e. a sequence of
read and write operations that are executed atomi-
cally. A transaction either commits or aborts the re-
sults of all its operations. A commonly accepted cor-
rectness criterion in databases is the serializable exe-
cution of transactions. Since strict two-phase locking1

is widely used, we assume in this paper that concur-
rency control is locally enforced by strict two-phase
locking at all database sites. In a distributed repli-
cated database, copies of an object may be stored at
several sites in the network. Multiple copies of an
object must appear as a single logical object to the
transactions. This is termed as one-copy equivalence
and is enforced by a replica control protocol [4]. The
correctness criterion for replicated databases is one-
copy serializability [4], which ensures both one-copy
equivalence and the serializable execution of transac-
tions. For simplicity, we assume that the database is
fully replicated, i.e., every site stores a copy of all ob-
jects in the databases. Furthermore, we assume that a
transaction performs all its read operations before ini-
tiating any write operations. Note that this assump-
tion does not reduce the application expressibility of
the traditional transaction model. In order to enforce
this type of transaction execution, we only need to
defer the writes of standard transactions.

Numerous proposals have been made to specify
broadcast communication models in distributed sys-
tems [5, 7, 2, 10, 6]. Each of these broadcast primi-
tives has subtle di�erences in its speci�cations as well
as the assumptions it makes regarding the underlying
system. However, most of the protocols have the fol-
lowing properties, which can also be used to de�ne the
simplest primitive, the reliable broadcast protocol [7]:

1. Validity: If a correct process broadcasts a message
m, then all correct processes eventually deliverm.

2. Agreement: If a correct process delivers a message
m, then all correct processes eventually deliverm.

1In strict two-phase locking, transactions hold all locks until
termination.

3. Integrity: For any message m, every correct pro-
cess delivers m at most once, and only if m was
previously broadcast by the sender of m.

Two events are causally related if they are both exe-
cuted on the same site, or if one of them is the sending
of a message and the other is the delivery of the same
message. The causal relationship between all events in
the system is the transitive closure of these two condi-
tions. A causal broadcast protocol delivers messages
in causal order. Causal broadcast, in addition to the
three properties of reliable broadcast, guarantees the
following property:

Causal delivery: If the broadcast of a message
m causally precedes the broadcast of another
message m0, then no correct process delivers
m0 unless it has previously delivered m.

Causal broadcast protocols have been implemented
in several systems such as ISIS [5], and Transis [2].
Atomic broadcast imposes a total order on the deliv-
ery of all messages, i.e., it is a reliable broadcast with
the following property:

Ordered delivery: If sites p and q deliver
broadcast messages m and m0, then m and
m0 are delivered in the same order at all sites.

It is worth noting that atomic broadcast ensures
same order of delivery at all sites, but does not neces-
sarily ensure that messages are delivered in the same
order they are sent. However, due to the FIFO as-
sumption about the communication links, if a process
atomically (or for that matter reliably or causally)
broadcasts a message m1 before message m2 then all
processes receivem1 beforem2. Atomic broadcast has
been implemented in Amoeba [8], ISIS [5], Transis [2],
Total [9] and Totem [10].

Many of the broadcast primitives incorporate in
their implementation various techniques for fault-
tolerance including the majority quorum approach. In
particular, the communication layer maintains a view
of the current system con�guration. As site failures
and recovery occur, the view is dynamically restruc-
tured using the notion of majority quorums. As long
as the view has majority membership, the system re-
mains operational [5, 13]. Given a view of the cur-
rent con�guration, we are using the notion of read-
one write-all in that context. This avoids duplication
of e�orts to provide fault tolerance at multiple levels.

3 Reliable Broadcast-Based Protocol
Reliable broadcast is a simple communication prim-

itive that is relatively straightforward to implement



when compared to ordered broadcast primitives such
as causal or atomic broadcast. We therefore begin
our exposition by developing a replicated data man-
agement protocol that uses reliable broadcast for all
communication. Since reliable broadcast guarantees
eventual delivery, one of the motivations for our proto-
col is to remove the need for explicit acknowledgment
after every remote interaction. There are numerous
replica control protocols that have been proposed in
the database literature, however, all these protocols
have been studied in the context of a point-to-point
communication environment. In this paper, we start
by adapting the read-one write-all protocol for broad-
cast environments.

We are motivated to use reliable broadcast in order
to eliminate the need for explicit acknowledgments for
the write operations. We shift the responsibility of en-
suring the reliability property of the communication to
the communication primitives, and simplify the imple-
mentation at the application level. Recall that we as-
sume the following transaction execution model: �rst
all read operations are executed at the initiating site,
followed by the set of writes which are broadcast to
all the sites. Finally, the commit protocol is executed.
Furthermore, since the initiator of a transaction knows
that all messages it sends out are guaranteed to be
delivered, the initiator can issue consecutive write op-
erations in a non-blocking manner, i.e, it issues a write
operation, and immediately proceeds to the next op-
eration. We next describe the details of the protocol.

Reliable Broadcast-Based Protocol.

1. Read Rule. A read operation ri[x] of a transaction
Ti is executed locally by acquiring a read lock at
the initiating site of transaction Ti.

Ti remains blocked until the read lock on x is
granted at the initiator.

2. Write Rule. A write operation wi[x] of a transac-
tion Ti is executed by reliably broadcasting it to
all database sites. On delivery, a site S acquires
a write lock on x for Ti. If it is currently held
by another transaction, then wi[x] is delayed at
S until the lock on x can be granted.

Ti proceeds to execute the next operation without
waiting for all write locks on x to be granted,
including at the initiator.

3. Commit Rule. When the initiating site I decides
to commit a transaction Ti, it reliably broadcasts
a commit request ci to all the database sites in-
cluding itself. On delivery of ci, a site S (includ-
ing I) checks if Ti has any pending write opera-
tions. If this is the case, S broadcasts a negative

acknowledgment to all the database sites. Other-
wise, a positive acknowledgment is broadcast to
all the database sites. A transaction is aborted
at all sites including I if there are any negative
acknowledgment to Ti's commit request. On the
other hand, if all the database sites acknowledge
positively, Ti is committed and all locks (the read
locks at I and write locks at all sites) held by Ti

are released. Since the votes of all participants
are broadcast to every participant, the commit
protocol is the decentralized two-phase commit
protocol [14].

The above protocol is simple and is in fact a fairly
straightforward extension of the traditional read-one
write-all protocol that uses point-to-point communica-
tion primitives. In fact, it could even be used assuming
standard point-to-point communication, where trans-
actions optimistically assume all operations will be de-
livered, and only at commit time the optimistic as-
sumption is validated. However, the reliability prop-
erty of the reliable broadcast protocol makes the op-
timistic assumption more appropriate. The protocol
also exploits the reliability properties of the broadcast
primitive by not requiring explicit acknowledgments
for operations that are executed on remote database
sites. In that sense, transactions execute without wait-
ing for global synchronization and instead this is ver-
i�ed at the time of transaction commitment.

Reliable delivery is not the sole concern in a
transaction-based system: all conicting operations
must be executed in the same order. Since no order
guarantees are ensured by the reliable broadcast prim-
itive, write operations may arrive at di�erent sites in
di�erent orders. Any such inconsistencies are detected
and eliminated at commit time. The correctness of the
protocol follows from the fact that two-phase locking
is used locally at each site, and that all write opera-
tions are broadcast. Two-phase locking ensures that
conicting transactions are committed in the same or-
der as the execution of their conicting operations.
Hence the serialization graph for their execution must
be acyclic. To show that the serialization graph is
also a one-copy serialization graph, we need to show
that the serialization graph for any execution includes
all the relevant write order and read orders on trans-
actions. A write order is ensured because all write
operations are broadcast to all sites, and concurrent
conicting writes that are delivered in di�erent order
at di�erent sites are eventually aborted by our pro-
tocol. Furthermore, the use of two-phase locking and
the fact that write operations are executed at all sites
ensure the read order. Therefore, all transaction exe-



cutions are one-copy serializable.
An important side-e�ect of this approach is that

since transactions are not blocked for global synchro-
nization, deadlocks can be resolved consistently. This
can be observed by noting that a transaction can only
be blocked at its initiating site during the read phase.
Write operations are broadcast in a non-blocking man-
ner and all sites receive write operations and either ex-
ecute them or delay them until commitment when the
initiating transaction is forced to abort. There are two
cases to consider. If the blocked operation is a read
operation, then a global deadlock cannot occur, since
any other blocked operation must be a write operation
initiated at another site, which would be aborted at
its commit time. Alternatively, if the blocked oper-
ation is a write operation then for a global deadlock
to occur, it must be blocked on another write oper-
ation. This is because all reads are executed before
all writes within a transaction and the completion of
all write operations is veri�ed at commit time. Fur-
thermore, since transactions are only blocked during
the read phase, they cannot be involved in a local
deadlock. Hence, by using reliable broadcast and the
decentralized two-phase commit protocol we are able
to eliminate the need for explicit acknowledgments for
write operations as well as eliminate the problem of
deadlocks.

A �nal interesting property of this protocol is that
read-only transactions are never aborted.

Site 1                                         Site 2

r1[x] r2[y]

w1[y] w2[x]

c1 c2

Figure 1: Incorrect execution with the early release of
read locks.

In the above protocol, read locks are released at the
termination (commit/abort) of a transaction. Since
read operations are usually more frequent in compar-
ison to write operations, it is advantageous to release
read locks as early as possible. In the strict two-phase
locking protocol, which is widely used in commercial
database management systems, read locks are released
when a transaction initiates commitment. In order to
incorporate early release of read locks, we modify the
above protocol so that read locks can be released at

the time when the commit request is broadcast from
the initiating site of a transaction. However, simply
releasing read locks early may result in incorrect ex-
ecutions since read locks are maintained until termi-
nation to detect read-write conicts with concurrent
write operations. In Figure 1, we illustrate an example
of such an inconsistency. At site 1, transaction T1 ex-
ecutes r1[x] followed by w1[y], which is broadcast and
then T1 decides to commit. A commit message, c1,
is broadcast after releasing T1's read lock on x. Like-
wise, at site 2, transaction T2 executes r2[y] followed
by w2[x], which is broadcast and then T2 broadcasts
c2 after releasing its read lock on y. After T1 releases
its read lock on x, w2[x] is executed, and a positive ac-
knowledgment is sent to T2 in response to T2's commit
request, which results in T2 committing successfully at
all sites. Symmetrically, T1 will also receive positive
acknowledgments and commit. However, this execu-
tion is nonserializable.

To capture this inconsistency, we piggyback on the
commit message a read set, which contains all objects
read by a transaction. This read set is compared at all
receiving sites with all write operations of locally ini-
tiated transactions thus detecting any read-write con-
icts. We resolve the conict by denying the commit
request. If in the example illustrated in Figure 1, the
read set is piggybacked on the commit messages, then
both T1 and T2 are aborted (e.g., in the case of T1, the
read set is fr1[x]g, which intersects with w2[x]). The
modi�ed commit rule can now be stated as follows:

Commit Rule.2 When a site I decides to commit
an updating transaction Ti, it reliably broadcasts
a commit request ci to all the database sites in-
cluding itself. All read locks held by Ti are re-
leased and a read set containing the identity of
objects read by Ti is included in the commit re-
quest ci. On delivery of ci, a site S checks if Ti

has any pending write operations (note that write
operations on remote sites may be blocked due to
conicting read or write operations of other trans-
actions) or if the read set of Ti intersects with the
write sets of local transactions. If this is the case,
S broadcasts a negative acknowledgment to all
the database sites. Otherwise, a positive acknowl-
edgment is broadcast to all the database sites. A
transaction is aborted if there are any negative
acknowledgments to the commit request. On the
other hand, if all the database sites acknowledge
positively, Ti is committed and all write locks held
by Ti are released.

2The emphasized text indicates the changes that are made
to the commit rule of the �rst protocol.



The commit decision of read-only transactions is
not broadcast and because read operations are not
aborted due to read-write conicts, read-only trans-
actions are never aborted.

The early release of read locks allows the execution
of writes conicting with read operations during the
commit phase of the reading transaction. In this sense,
the above rule eliminates blocking due to read locks
and therefore may avoid unnecessary aborts of remote
transactions on account of pending writes. We illus-
trate this using the example shown in Figure 1, with
the only change that the second transaction does not
execute any local read operations. At site 1, trans-
action T1 executes r1[x] followed by w1[y], which is
broadcast, and then T1 broadcasts c1 (piggybacked
with fr1[x]g) after releasing its read lock on x. At
site 2, transaction T2 executes w2[x], which is broad-
cast and then T2 broadcasts c2 with an empty read set.
When T1 releases its read lock on x w2[x] obtains the
write lock on x and is executed. Furthermore, when c2
arrives, site 1 responds positively, and hence T2 com-
mits and releases its lock on x. After T2 commits on
site 2, w1[y] acquires its write lock and is executed,
and �nally T1 is committed too (we assume that the
acknowledgments for c2 arrive before c1 is delivered
at site 2). Note that if read locks were not released
early, T2 would have been aborted, since w2[x] would
be pending.

4 Causal Broadcast-Based Protocol
In this section we substitute reliable broadcast by

causal broadcast and examine the bene�ts resulting
from the use of this more powerful broadcast primitive.

We start by using the protocol in the previous sec-
tion with the only di�erence being that messages are
exchanged using a causal broadcast primitive instead
of a reliable broadcast primitive. Since the correct-
ness argument only depends on the reliability of write
and commit operations being eventually delivered at
all sites, the modi�ed protocol remains correct. The
use of the di�erent broadcast primitives o�ers some
interesting tradeo�s in terms of the sets of executed
transactions and the potential interleavings between
operations. On one hand, the causal broadcast im-
poses more ordering restrictions on message delivery
than the reliable broadcast. Hence for a set of trans-
actions with no conicting operations, the reliable
broadcast will allow more interleavings between the
operations at the di�erent sites. In this case, all such
non-conicting transactions will commit using either
protocol. On the other hand, for a pair of transac-
tions executing conicting operations with a causal
dependency, the causal broadcast-based protocol cap-

tures the conict as a causal dependency, and enforces
it. Thus, the commitment of both transactions is en-
sured. The reliable broadcast-based protocol may vi-
olate this causal dependency, resulting in the unneces-
sary abort of transactions. We now elaborate on this
and show that in an execution if a transaction under
reliable broadcast commits, then it must also commit
under causal broadcast but not vice-versa. The di�er-
ence between using the two communication primitives
is reected in our analysis only in the case of causally
related conicting transactions.

In the case of conicting operations that are
causally related, a causal ordering induced on the de-
livery of messages may allow the successful execution
of transactions that would otherwise be aborted. We
illustrate in Figure 2, a case in which the execution of
a transaction is aborted under the protocol based on
reliable broadcast, but it is completed if the protocol
uses causal broadcast. We �rst consider the execution
under reliable broadcast. A transaction T1 initiated
at site 1 sends a commit request after broadcasting
a write on x. The commit acknowledgment of site 2
arrives at all sites. However, the commit acknowledg-
ment for T1 from site 3 to site 1 is delayed. In the
interim, site 2 initiates a transaction T2 that writes
x and initiates its commitment. In this case since

 Site 1                                 Site 2                              Site 3

 w1[x]

  pos ack(c1)

        c1

pos ack(c1)

 w2[x]

 c2

neg ack(c2)

Figure 2: An example of a transaction abort under
reliable broadcast, but not under causal broadcast.

site 1 is waiting for an acknowledgment message from
site 3, and because it cannot commit T1, it delays the
transaction initiated at site 2. Therefore when site 2
requests to commit, site 1 �nds that T2 is pending,



and hence broadcasts a negative acknowledgment as a
decision to abort T2. This scenario would not occur if
instead of using reliable broadcast, sites communicate
through causal broadcast. The commit acknowledg-
ment of site 3 causally precedes the write operation
initiated at site 2. Consequently on site 1, T2 would
not be pending when its commit request arrives.

We now modify the above protocol further to take
advantages of causality. In particular we eliminate the
need for positive acknowledgment during commitment
by using the causality information as follows. When a
site receives causally dependent messages on the com-
mitment of a transaction from all the sites in the net-
work, the receiving site can commit the transaction.
On the other hand, if the site receives a negative ac-
knowledgment the transaction is aborted. Note that
in order to implement this protocol, the communica-
tion layer must expose the mechanism used for deter-
mining causal relationships among messages, e.g., the
vector clocks associated with the messages [5]. Fur-
thermore, if this information is available to the appli-
cation layer, it can be also used for early detection of
conict among transactions. In particular, we can de-
tect that two conicting operations are concurrent and
hence will be aborted. We now describe the protocol
in more detail.

Causal Broadcast-Based Protocol with Im-
plicit Positive Acknowledgments

1. Read Rule. A read operation ri[x] is executed lo-
cally by acquiring a read lock at the initiating site
of transaction Ti.

2. Write Rule. A write operation wi[x] is executed
by causally broadcasting it to all database sites.
On delivery, a site S �rst checks if it can acquire a
write lock on x. If x is locked by another transac-
tion Tj the following cases need to be considered:

(a) x is read locked at S. This means that Tj

is initiated from S and is still in progress
(because if Tj had initiated its commitment
it would have released its lock at S and in-
cluded x in its read set in the commit mes-
sage as described earlier). In this case, all
operations of Ti are delayed until granted the
write lock on x.

(b) x is write locked at S. In this case, S checks
if wj [x] and wi[x] are concurrent, e.g., the
vector clocks associated with wi[x] and wj [x]
are incompatible. If this is not the case then
Ti is causally dependent on Tj and hence the
write request and all other operations of Ti

are delayed at S until the lock is released by

Tj . On the other hand, if wi[x] and wj [x]
are concurrent, S rejects wi[x] and marks Ti

for abortion.

3. Commit Rule. When a site I decides to commit
a transaction Ti, it broadcasts a commit request
ci and it releases all the read locks held by Ti

and ci includes the read set of Ti. On delivery of
ci, a site checks if Ti has been marked for abor-
tion, if it has any pending write operations, or
if the read set of Ti has a non-empty intersection
with the write sets of local transactions. In either
case, Ti is aborted locally and a negative acknowl-
edgment to ci is broadcasted. A site commits Ti

only after receiving from all the sites messages
that are causally dependent on ci without receiv-
ing any negative acknowledgment for ci.

Read-only transactions do not broadcast their
commit decisions, and are not aborted in this pro-
tocol.

A detailed proof of correctness requires a case anal-
ysis of the di�erent conict cases between a pair of
transactions [15].

The causal broadcast protocol with implicit posi-
tive acknowledgment presented above is most appro-
priate for situations where all sites broadcast messages
fairly frequently; otherwise the wait for \implicit" ac-
knowledgments can become a drawback resulting in
substantial delays for transaction commitment. If in-
stead, the protocol with explicit acknowledgment is
used to circumvent this problem then the number of
messages involved in the commit phase of each trans-
action become proportional to the square of the num-
ber of sites. We now develop a protocol that localizes
commit decisions and therefore eliminates the need for
acknowledgments. As in the preceding protocols, read
operations are all executed locally in order to main-
tain the low number of messages broadcasted among
sites. If we are to eliminate the need for acknowledg-
ments, then we need a consistent way to order conict-
ing transactions at all sites. This order can be based
on a total order of the delivered commit operations,
together with consistent decisions regarding execution
after their delivery.

One way to ensure a total order of commit requests
is to use atomic broadcast for totally ordering com-
mit operations. In this case, the system must support
both atomic as well as causal broadcast primitives.
For example, ISIS provides both primitives for appli-
cation design [5]. While commit requests are delivered
in total order by atomic broadcasts, the operations
that are sent through causal broadcast may be con-



site 1 site2

r1[x] r2[y]

w1[y] w2[x]

c1 c2

Figure 3: Incorrect execution if acknowledgments are
replaced by an atomic broadcast of commit in the
Causal Broadcast-Based Protocol.

current. As in the preceding protocol, concurrency of
operations can be detected if the underlying commu-
nication system enables the application layer to detect
concurrency of messages.

Unfortunately, a straightforward modi�cation of
the previous protocol to include the atomic delivery
of commit requests does not ensure correctness. Con-
sider the example presented in Figure 3. Site 1 would
not notice the conict between the set of reads of
T2 with its own updates because by the time it re-
ceives operation c2, T1 has already been committed.
It would therefore commit both transactions. On the
other hand, on site 2 the set of reads of T1 intersects
with the local writes, and as a consequence T1 would
be aborted. The two sites end up in inconsistent states
with respect to each other by committing and abort-
ing di�erent transactions. In this case, the problem
arises from the fact that read-write conicts are local-
ized. However, in order for all sites to make the same
decisions regarding the commit/abort of transactions,
they all need to be aware of all conicts, both read-
write and write-write. In order for all sites to receive
information about read operations, as in the preced-
ing protocol, we require that a read set be attached
to the outgoing commit request. However, this is not
enough, all sites also have to be able to distinguish
which read operations are obsolete, that is whether
a write operation follows and conicts with the read
operation on the initiating site of the reading transac-
tion. As a possible solution, with each item we asso-
ciate a version number that is incremented with every
update. Version numbers also store the transaction
id of the transactions that last updated the respective
data items, and are included in the read set attached
to the commit messages. Going back to the example
illustrated in Figure 3, both sites receive �rst c1 to-
gether with T1's set of reads. They both determine
that r1[x] is obsolete, but because c1 is the �rst oper-

ation delivered out of the requests for committing the
two conicting transactions, they both decide on the
order T1 ! T2 of transactions, and commit T1. On
the receipt of c2, both sites again notice that r2[y] is
obsolete, and because this would imply a transaction
order that conicts with T1 ! T2, they consistently
decide to abort T2. Another case in which sites may
reect di�erent conicts is after the delivery of con-
icting concurrent writes. As in the previous protocol,
this case can be easily detected with the use of vector
clocks, and inconsistencies can be avoided. Only the
transaction involved in the conict that has its com-
mit request delivered �rst is executed, while the other
conicting transactions are aborted. More details of
the algorithm are provided in [15].

The use of atomic broadcast for commit operations
eliminates the need for negative acknowledgments
which was necessary to inform transactions when they
were involved in conicting concurrent write opera-
tions and in read-write conicts. Such operations are
resolved by relying on the total order enforced by the
atomic broadcast. However, the advantage obtained
from the elimination of acknowledgments is achieved
at the price of aborting at times read-only transac-
tions. Read-only transactions do not broadcast any
operations, therefore only the initiator of the reading
transaction is aware of the possible conicts during
the transaction's execution. Deadlocks can occur, but
they are resolved in a consistent manner. If a reading
transaction is involved in a deadlock on a site S, then
the only way to resolve the deadlock without abort-
ing the read-only transaction is by aborting the con-
icting writing transaction. Since this protocol does
not use negative acknowledgments, other sites are not
made aware of this conict and deadlock could occur.
Therefore, in order to maintain a consistent execution
at all sites, our protocol resolves deadlocks that in-
volve read-only transactions by aborting the reading
transaction. Commit/abort decisions are made con-
sistently at all sites, because in the case of a write
operation blocked by a read the commit of the read-
ing transaction could not have been broadcast. Oth-
erwise the read locks would have been released, and
in the case of a read-only transaction, the transaction
would have been committed.

5 Discussion

Our attempt in this paper is to exploit the use-
fulness of group communication primitives in the con-
text of a particular application, namely, transactional-
based replicated databases. We make the following
observations regarding our development. First, the
stronger the broadcast primitive, the \better" the re-



sulting replica control protocol from the database ap-
plication perspective. Second, the protocols presented
in this paper have the desirable property that either
read-only transactions are not aborted, or the need
for acknowledgments is completely eliminated. We
have discovered in our development that the appli-
cation layer should not be completely isolated from
the underlying communication subsystem. In particu-
lar, some of our protocols rely on the underlying layer
providing the mechanism for detecting the causality
relationships among broadcast messages. In conclu-
sion, this work represents a �rst step towards the
study of the usefulness of broadcast primitives in dis-
tributed replicated databases. Empirical evaluation
is needed to clearly establish the trade-o�s between
replica control protocols based on group communica-
tion and point-to-point communication.
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